
Main Features:

The Equipment attached directly to the Front of the Windshield through the 3M Glue. Easy to
install and simple operated. The installation time only need one-tenth of the traditional Mobile DVR
to complete the installation.
The Equipment is provided with the high reliability of the thermal design, which can monitor
continually during the high degree environment about 70°.
The whole industrial level program, system design and reliable electromagnetic compatibility
design, to ensure stable work itself and the stability of the peripheral electronic equipment.
The whole structure is designed for anti- tamper and dust-proof, to ensures preventing the SD, SIM
card and antenna connectors from destroying.
The whole module adopts the embedded plug structure. Not only meet the requirements of
convenient dis-assembly , but also the conditions of vehicle vibration.
Support IE browser preview and PAD or phone APP real-time preview function(Extensible)
The Equipment integrated one 1080/720p Camera. Meanwhile, it can be expanded to other 3 three
1080P AHD Cameras(2.3 and 4 Channels).
Integrated infrared light for internal can achieve High definition surveillance under the condition
without light.
The viewing angle of 1CH camera built in can be adjusted flexibly. the camera can achieve a
vertical horizontal direction of all-round monitoring angle adjustment according to the monitoring
angle requirements of different types of vehicle(can be locked completely through its structure
after adjustment finished, the monitoring angle of view can’t be changed.
Integrated Microphone (Inside Car Audio Record)
Integrated Speaker (Audio Broadcast and Early Warning)
Carry 6 Status Indication Light (Survey Equipment Work status)
Integrated One Alarm Button, One On-off Button and One WIFI Toggle Button(AP and Station mode
by hand)
Build-in Bluetooth module for optional (support wireless alarming and capture by wireless
Bluetooth button, headset Intercom and telephone function)
Build-in WIFI for optional(Achieved automatic uploading and smart phone connection function. The
AP function achieve 5 external devices shared internet
Build-in GPS module and antenna (Achieved Management of Car Speed and route)
Support Alarming Functions for the deviation of the routes and the entrance and the exit of an
area. Support 16 routes and areas
Integrated 3G/4G Module (Achieved Remote Audio and Video Transmission and Management
Build-in G-sensor Module (Achieved automatic alarming upload about Abnormal Vibration,
Overturning, Impact and Emergency Brake)










